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Adı, Soyadı: ......................................... Sınıfı / No: .........................................

Vocabulary

absurd: saçma
action: aksiyon
animation: animasyon
beautiful: güzel
bored: sıkılmış
boring: sıkıcı
brave: cesur
cartoon: çizgi film
clever: zeki
commedy: komedi
crime: suç
documentary: belgesel
drama: dram
enjoyable: hoş, zevkli
entertaining: eğlenceli
exciting: heyecan verici
evil: kötü
fantastic: harika
film types: film türleri
friendly: arkadaşça

frightening: korkutucu
funny: komik
great : harika
helpful: yardımsever
honest: dürüst
horror: korku
hurry up: acele etmek
interesting: ilginç
lazy: tembel
love: sevmek, sevgi
musical: müzikal
pleasant: zevkli, hoş
save: kurtarmak
scary: korkutucu
science fiction (sci-fi): bilim kurgu
strong: güçlü
terrible: berbat, korkunç
travel: seyahat etmek
ugly: çirkin
war: savaş

EXERCISE 1: Fill in the blanks with the correct film types.
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EXERCISE 2: Match the words with the movie characters.

1. beautiful      2. bored      3. funny      4. helpful      5. lazy      6. scary      7. strong      8. ugly

EXERCISE 3: Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.

travel cleverhonest pleasant braveinteresting boringsave hurry up evil

1. I think the film was very      . I changed the channel in the middle of it. 
2. They are late for the movie. They should      ! 
3. ‘Alien’ is a good film. It’s really       . 
4. The movie is about the adventures of two friends. They      together in Africa.
5. I think Spiderman is        and helpful. He can climb up walls and he can save people.
6. I think Timmy is a very       student. So, he can get high marks.
7. Some characters are always       . They always hurt others.
8. My friends are very       . They never tell lies.
9. The musical is    . It is enjoyable and entertaining. 
10. 120 is a movie about a war, the children     their country.

EXERCISE 4: Solve the puzzle.
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ACROSS

  1. AWR:   ______________
  3. REGAT:   ______________
  6. INFERLYD:  ______________
  7. NAFTATICS:  ______________
  8. TENTERIANGIN: ______________
10. JEONABLYE:  ______________

DOWN

  2. ABUSDR:  ______________
  4. CEXIGNIT:  ______________
  5. ERTIRBEL:  ______________
  6. THENGNGFIRI: ______________
  9. LEVO:   ______________


